Introduction
Yeşilçam (literally, 'Green Pine'), the historical Turkish film industry, underwent significant growth following the Second World War, when it began producing scores of films annually. By the 1960s, Turkey had become the world's sixth largest cinematic producer-but this 'golden era' would not last, as political crisis and the introduction of television and video led to Yeşilçam's decline (Dönmez-Colin 2007, 51) . Susan Hayward argues that 1960s Turkish cinema saw the emergence of two national film movements, the first of which was preoccupied with the perceived conflict between 'Western values and Islamic traditional values', especially through depiction of Turkish traditions, a recurrent theme that would reemerge during the 1990s, and the second of which was concerned with 'Islamic ideology ' (436-7) , an issue that would reemerge during the 2000s, in films such as A Man's Fear of God (Takva) (2006) 
Sundays Zaman).
After 1980, Turkish cinema experienced exceptional decline. Audiences came to prefer Hollywood to Turkish films, as the latter was increasingly devoid of popular appeal. In 1986, the Turkish Ministry of Culture, sensing the danger of such decline, intervened to support Turkish cinema in various, often novel ways (Hayward, 436) .
Turkish directors were compelled to adapt to market imperatives through utilization and dependence upon new Western technologies. This enabled them to produce hybrid genre films (usually of the action-suspense variety) as well as to tackle sensitive themes of public concern, including unofficial government practices, migration, and the Kurdish question. Ironically, such themes were addressed more openly than ever, as freedom of expression had come to be encouraged in conjunction with Turkish efforts to rapproche European Union standards (Ayliffe et al., 1055) . Of the big-budget films, Valley of the Wolves is noteworthy for its focus on the continuing conflict between Islam and the West, its projection of desire for understanding between those ostensible adversaries, and for a nationally unified Turkish government that can embrace all religious and ethnic groups within the country. Hence, its thematic roots are locatable to 1960s Yeşilçam, which emphasized the importance of a strong government capable of protecting its citizens, both inside and outside geographical borders, in a way that would safeguard the dignity of all Turks. In the wake of the film's success, The Masked Five in Iraq (2007) (Widmer, 2005; Schleifer, 2005 Our film is a sort of political action. Maybe 60 or 70 percent of what happens onscreen is factually true. Turkey and America are allies, but Turkey wants to say something to its friend. We want to say the bitter truth. We want to say that this is wrong (Letsch, 2006) . (Pasha, 61) This attitude is shared by many Persians on similar grounds. These ethno-chauvinist sentiments are echoed in some American films that depict Iranians, including House of Sand and Fog (2003) , in which Ben Kingsley states, 'I'm not an Arab', when refusing to perform a humiliating action, and Crash (2005), in which a Persian character insists that he is Iranian, not Arab, after his store is ransacked and burglarized.
thus encapsulates the beliefs of the Turkish majority whose dignity had been injured during the Sack Incident, in turn supplying a modicum of redress to lost Turkish pride and self-esteem, through images of national superheroes defying and overcoming the 'wolves' in their own hideouts.
